
1. Introduction
Energetic compositions rapidly release large amounts of

gaseous products, along with exothermic heat; they have
been widely used as propellants, fireworks, blasting
agents, and gas generants. Gas generants in car-airbag
systems must product a large amount of clean gas, which
has low toxicity and is environmentally friendly. Clean
released gas can prevent a driver and fellow passengers
from acute poisoning when a car airbag expands with the
evolved gas. In a car airbag, the amount of heat generated
from the combustion must also be small because a low-
temperature condition allows a plastic sheet to be used as
the bag material. In general, plastic sheets cannot
withstand high temperatures, but they are extremely
effective for reducing the car weight, providing good
mileage. The auto industry strongly demands the use of

plastic materials for car airbags. Thus, the development
and improvement of green propellants that evolve clean
released gas and have a small heat of combustion are
required.
Guanidium nitrate (GN) is an excellent fuel for a gas-

generator propellant because it has high energy content
(its enthalpy of combustion is -386.7 kJ mol―１)１）, and
contains a number of nitrogen atoms. For example,
mixtures of GN as the fuel and basic copper nitrate (BCN)
as an oxidizer are currently well-established as gas-
generating agents; they have been widely applied to car-
airbag systems. To improve the combustion properties of
GN-based gas generants, many researchers have
experimentally studied the decomposition and combustion
mechanism２）―６） and the effect of various additives on
decomposition４）―10）.
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A fuller understanding of the combustion mechanism is
required to develop cleaner evolved gas and enable lower
combustion temperatures. To this end, combustion
simulations based on a detailed chemical kinetic model are
effective. Such simulations, which include detailed kinetic
information, can provide deep insight into the chemical
reactions in a flame and suggest which reactions are key
to decreasing the production of harmful gases and the
flame temperature. Our previous study provides the
kinetic model for gas-phase combustion of GN11）. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there are no detailed
reaction models for liquid-phase GN decomposition. The
combustion of energetic salts, including GN, is typically
characterized by a diverse range of physical and chemical
processes that occur in a complex series of stages. In the
case of energetic onium salts, the condensed-phase
reactions have the greatest effect on the combustion
characteristics12）―14）. To date, some reliable energetic-salt
gas-phase reaction models have been proposed, which
explain the observed combustion behavior14）―22）. More
recently, models for the liquid-phase reactions of these
compounds have also been developed23）―27）. However,
there are no detailed reaction models for the condensed-
phase reactions of GN.
To develop a detailed reaction model for the condensed-

phase reactions of GN, it is important to understand the
thermal-decomposition pathways and associated kinetics.
The aim of the present study was to elucidate the reaction
pathways involved in liquid GN thermal decomposition
based on ab initio thermochemistry calculations. The
decomposition reaction of GN appears to be a multistep,
competitive process. Therefore, we require a detailed
understanding of each reaction to establish a clear
reaction mechanism. Ab initio quantum chemical
calculations are helpful in determining which reactions to
exclude from the mechanism based on thermodynamic
arguments.

2. Computational methods
The geometries of the reactants, products, and

transition states (TSs) were optimized at the ωB97X-D/6-
311++G(d,p )28） level of theory using the Gaussian 09
program package29）. Chai and Head-Gordon28） developed
the ωB97X-D method, which includes empirical dispersion
forces and is believed to be reliable when applied to
systems with weak van der Waals forces. Their group has
also reported that the ωB97X-D method yields satisfactory
accuracy for kinetics and non-covalent interactions.
During computations, TSs were extensively searched for
and, if found, an intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)
calculation was conducted to assign reactants and
products to the TS. The energies of the corresponding
molecules were evaluated at the CBS-QB330） level of
theory, as this is a reasonable time-expense complete basis
method. In this study, geometries and frequencies were
calculated at the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory,
the optimized geometries were fixed with no changes
allowed, and the potential energies were calculated using
the CBS-QB3method. In the original CBS-QB3, CBS-Q

energy calculations are combined with B3LYP/CBSB7-
optimized geometries and frequencies. The five-step series
of calculations starts with a geometry optimization at the
B3LYP level, followed by a frequency calculation to obtain
thermal corrections, zero-point vibrational energy, and
entropic information. The next three calculations are
single-point calculations at the CCSD(T), MP4SDQ, and
MP2 levels. The CBS extrapolation then gives final
energies. In the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D method herein, the
potential energy obtained from CBS-QB3 was corrected
for the zero-point energy calculated at the ωB97X-D/6-311
++G(d,p) level. The performance of the CBS-QB3//ωB97X
-D method for various gas-species was assessed and
validated in Matsugi and Shiina work31）. When
investigating liquid reactions, solvent effects were
included by applying the self-consistent reaction field
(SCRF) option and polarizable continuum model (PCM)
options32）within the program. Unfortunately, the dielectric
constant of molten GN and other solvent parameters are
not available; therefore, we used the value for water to
determine the solvent effect when examining reactions in
molten GN. Yamashita and Asai33） measured the ε of
ammonium nitrate (AN), which is typical protic nitrate salt
in analogy with GN. The dielectric constant for AN has
been reported to be approximately 40 [-] at 383 K, and it is
also reported that this value tends to increase along with
temperature33）. Our previous study34） showed the total
electron energies of the AN molecule as obtained using
the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) method together with
varying values of ε . Employing different dielectric
constants had minimal impacts on the total energy at 0 K
and the free-energy change of NH４＋ + HNO３ reaction,
which is similar reaction to CN３H６＋+ HNO３, at sufficiently
high values of ε (> 30).
In the case of each reaction addressed in this paper,

both the total energy change at 0 K (∆E0 ) and the Gibbs
free energy (∆G298 ) between the TS and the reactants
were considered. It should be noted that all chemical-
reaction predictions take the free energy into account.
However, to date, no methods that provide accurate free
energy values for liquid-phase molecules have been
established. The contribution of solvent effects obtained
using the SCRF is normally added to the electronic energy
using a standard quantum chemical approach. Other
contributions to the enthalpy and entropy are evaluated
by employing a formalism based on statistical mechanics,
in conjunction with the ideal gas assumption, although this
approach may lead to errors when computing the free
energy values of liquid species. The effect of the nuclear
motions of the solute species, which is not explicitly
included in the SCRF method, also contributes to the
thermodynamic properties of the system. Ishikawa and
Nakai35） reported that mean absolute deviations for the
Gibbs energies of the formation and combustion reactions
of simple organic molecules obtained based on results
from quantum chemistry calculation with PCM model
were 49.6 and 26.7 kJ mol―１, respectively.
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3. Results and discussion
Details of these reaction pathways are discussed in the

following sections, while all structures of reactants and
products in this paper are provided in Figure 1.

3.1 Decomposition of guanidine
This work identified and investigated decomposition of

guanidine (CN３H５) involving monomolecular reaction,
bimolecular reaction, and cation-neutral bimolecular
reaction. Their respective energy barriers and energy
changes calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G
(d,p)/SCRF=(solvent = water) levels of theory, are listed in
Table 1. First, the monomolecular reaction is shown below.

CN３H５→ INT1 (R1)
INT1 → HNCNH + NH３ (R4)

CN３H５ isomerizes to INT1 via intramolecular hydrogen
transfer and the INT1 promptly decompose to yield
HNCNH and NH３. The entire monomolecular reaction can
be reduced to one equation: CN３H５→ HNCNH + NH３. This
work has revealed that some species (M) aids the
decomposition by assisting this intramolecular hydrogen
transfer.

CN３H５ + M → INT1 + NH３ + M where M is H２O
and CN３H６＋ (R2 and R3)

Here, NH４＋ and HNO３ are more efficient catalysts (M) for
CN３H５ decomposition due to a one-step conversion to
HNCNH and NH３with a lower energy barrier.

CN３H５ + M → HNCNH + NH３ + M where M is
NH４＋ and HNO３ (R5 and R6)

Figure 2 shows the potential free-energy profiles for the
reactions, including the optimized structures of the TSs. In
the view of energy barrier, HNO３ catalyzed
monomolecular decomposition (R6) is the most plausible in
these reactions. The associated free-energy barrier of this
reaction is determined to be 108.9 kJ mol―１.
Then, this work identified a bimolecular decomposition

path, as shown below.

CN３H５+ CN３H５→ INT2 (R7)
INT2 → INT3 (R8)
INT3 → INT4 + NH３ (R9)
INT4 → NH２C(NH)NHCN + NH３ (R10)
NH２C(NH)NHCN→ HNCNH + NH２CN (R14)

Figure 3 shows the potential free-energy profiles for
these reactions, including the optimized structures of the
TSs. Two guanidine bonds to forms the dimer (INT2) as
TS7. INT2 transforms to INT3 in manner of
intramolecular proton transfer (TS8) and the INT3
decompose to yield INT3 and NH３ (TS9). Some species (M)
aids the decomposition by assisting this intramolecular
hydrogen transfer (R11, R12, and R13 in Table 1).
NH２C(NH)NHCN finally decompose to yield HNCNH and
NH２CN. The NH２CN can isomerize to HNCNH. The entire
bimolecular reaction can be reduced to one equation:
CN３H５ → HNCNH + NH３. The associated free-energy
barrier of this series reaction is determined to be 156.6
kJ mol―１ and the value is much higher than one of R6.
Thus, the series of reaction can be negligible in possible
the decomposition pathways of GN.
The last reactions, the cation-neutral bi-molecular

reaction, are identified, as shown below.

CN３H５+ CN３H６＋ → INT2H＋ (R15)
INT2H＋ → INT3H＋ (R16)
INT3H＋ → INT4H＋ + NH３ (R17)
INT4H＋ + CN３H５→ INT4 + CN３H６＋ (R18)

Kumbhakarna et al.26） studied guanidinium
azotetrazolate decomposition inculuding CN３H５ and
CN３H６＋ and they reported similar mechanism. In their
mechanism, INT4H＋ combined CN３H５to yield NH３ and a
larger molecule, followed R17. Figure 4 shows the
potential free-energy profiles for these reactions, including
the optimized structures of the TSs. Guanidium cation
(CN３H６＋) combines CN３H５ to forms the dimer cation
(INT2H+) as TS15. The dimer transforms to INT3H＋ in
manner of intramolecular proton transfer (TS16) and the
INT3H＋ decompose to yield INT4H＋ and NH３ (TS17).
Surrounding anions or bases might deprotonate INT4H＋
to form INT4. Following reaction is same to the neutral-
neutral bimolecular mechanism. The entire cation-neutral
bimolecular reaction can also be reduced to one equation:
CN３H５ → HNCNH + NH３. The associated maximum
energy barrier is determined to be 106.0 kJ mol―１ (R15) and
the value is same or little less than one of R5. Although
both R15 and R5 have similar free-energy barrier, the R15
is much large endothermic reaction. In addition to this, R
16 followed by R15 is also large endothermic reaction.
Thus, we conclude that R15-R18mechanism is not

Figure１ Chemical structures of reactants, products and
intermediates in GN decomposition as optimized at
the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p )/SCFR = (solvent =
water) level of theory.
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thermodynamically preferable in the decomposition
pathways of GN, although both of schemes are almost
kinetically equal.

3.2 Guanidine + nitric acid
Onium-type nitrates including GN generally dissociate

to HNO３ (acid) and base compound (CN３H５ in case of GN)
and the decomposition starts with HNO３ attacking base
compound. This work investigated three types of
reactions between CN３H５ and HNO３ analogous to
ammonium nitrate decomposition32）. Their respective
energy barriers and energy changes calculated at the CBS

Table１ Reactions in the decomposition of guanidine with thermodynamic parameters calculated at the
CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p )/SCRF = (solvent = water) levels of theory.

No. Reaction ∆E0‡１ ∆rE0２ ∆G298‡１ ∆rG298２

unimolecular reaction
R1 CH５N３⇌ INT1 201.6 119.0 201.9 117.8
R2 CH５N３+ H２O⇌ INT1 + H２O 101.8 119.0 139.3 117.8
R3 CH５N３+ CH６N３＋⇌ INT1 + CH６N３＋ 90.1 119.0 135.7 117.8
R4 INT1 ⇌ NH３+ HNCNH 45.4 -47.6 41.9 -85.9
R5 CH５N３+ NH４＋⇌ NH３+ HNCNH + NH４＋ 115.3 71.5 145.8 31.9
R6 CH５N３+ HNO３⇌ NH３+ HNCNH + HNO３ 68.8 71.5 108.9 31.9

neutral-neutral bimolecular reaction
R7 CH５N３+ CH５N３⇌ INT2 104.8 12.5 156.6 66.2
R8 INT2 ⇌ INT3 211.9 166.2 211.0 165.2
R9 INT3 ⇌ INT4 + NH３ 0.4 -190.5 1.0 -235.7
R10 INT4 ⇌ INT5 + NH３ 253.6 66.6 254.1 22.1
R11 INT4 + NH４＋⇌ NH２C(NH)NHCN + NH３+ NH４＋ 101.3 66.6 132.5 22.1
R12 INT4 + CH６N３＋⇌ NH２C(NH)NHCN + NH３+ CH６N３＋ 118.1 66.6 163.1 22.1
R13 INT4 + HNO３⇌ NH２C(NH)NHCN + NH３+ HNO３ 72.0 66.6 110.8 22.1
R14 NH２C(NH)NHCN⇌ HNCNH + NH２CN 173.0 62.2 173.0 17.8

ion-neutral bimolecular reaction
R15 CH５N３+ CH６N３＋ ⇌ INT2H+ 54.6 5.8 106.0 59.3
R16 INT2H＋⇌ INT3H+ 36.4 40.4 37.9 41.6
R17 INT3H＋⇌ INT4H＋ + NH３ 21.0 -42.8 19.6 -89.0
R18 INT4H＋+ CH５N３⇌ INT4 + CH６N３＋ - -15.1 - -16.3

１Energy barrier in the forward direction [kJ mol－１] ２Total energy change of reaction [kJ mol－１]

Figure２ Potential free-energy profiles for the unimolecular decomposition of guanidine.
The energy profiles were calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p ) SCFR
= (solvent = water) level of theory.
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-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)/SCRF=(solvent = water)
levels of theory, are listed in Table 2. The first one is
neutral-neutral bi-molecular reaction between HNO３ and
CN３H５.

CN３H５+ HNO３→ CN３H４NO２+ H２O (R19)
CN３H４NO２→ trans-NHNO２H + HNCNH (R20)

Figure 5 shows the potential free-energy profiles for the
series of reactions, including the optimized structures of
the TSs. In the mechanism that proceeds via TS19,
cleavage of the N-OH bond in HNO３ triggers its
decomposition and the resulting OH· subtract H· from
CN３H５ and NO２· combines with CN３H４· to form
nitroguanidine (CN３H４NO２) and H２O. The CN３H４NO２ then
decomposes to trans-NHNO２H and HNCNH through the
cleavage of C-NHNO２ bond and the H· transfer from NH２
in NH２CNH· to O- in NHNO２· (TS20) as shown in Figure 6.
The trans-NHNO２H decomposes to N２O and H２O

(NHNO２H → N２O + H２O)32）. The entire bimolecular
reaction can be reduced to one equation: CN３H５+ HNO３→
HNCNH + N２O + 2H２O. The associated maximum energy
barrier is determined to be 240.4 kJ mol―１ (R19). the value
is much higher than those associated with other
mechanisms, as discussed further on.
The second reaction is ion-neutral bi-molecular reactions

CN３H６＋ + HNO３→ CN３H５NO２＋ + H２O (R21)
CN３H５NO２＋ + NO３― → CN３H４NO２+ HNO３ (R22)

Figure 7 shows the potential free-energy profiles for the
series of reactions, including the optimized structures of
the TS21. This reaction starts with a proton transfer from
CN３H６＋ to HNO３, after which the protonated H２NO３＋
decomposes to H２O and NO２＋. The NO２＋ then combines
with CN３H５ to form CN３H５NO２＋. The free-energy barrier
was calculated to be 212.4 kJ mol―１. The resulting CN３H５
NO２＋ is evidently deprotonated by NO３― (R22), which is

Figure３ Potential free-energy profiles for the neutral-neuttral bimolecular decomposition
of guanidine. The energy profiles were calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D
/6-311++G(d,p )/SCFR = (solvent = water) level of theory.

Figure４ A potential free-energy profiles for the ion-neuttral bimolecular decomposition
of guanidine. The energy profiles were calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D
/6-311++G(d,p )/SCFR = (solvent = water) level of theory.
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plentiful in molten GN solutions, to give CN３H４NO２. The
CN３H４NO２ decomposition process has already been
showed above. The entire reaction can be also reduced to
one equation: CN３H５ + HNO３ → HNCNH + N２O + 2H２O.
Although the energy barrier values determined for this
cation-neutral bimolecular reaction are lower than that for
neutral-neutral bimolecular reaction, these values are still
much higher than those associated with other
mechanisms, as discussed further on.
The last reaction is HNO３ self-decomposition path, as

shown below.

HNO３+ HNO３→ N２O５+ H２O (R23)

The same reaction was previously theoretically
investigated32）. The energy barrier and heat of reaction
were determined to be 129.5 and 46.1 kJ mol―１.
The produced N２O５ can attack neutral CN３H５ or cation

CN３H６＋.

CN３H５+ N２O５→ CN３H４NO２+ HNO３ (R24)
CN３H６＋ + N２O５→ CN３H５NO２＋ + HNO３ (R25)

Figures 8 and 9 shows the potential energy profile for
R24 and R25 with the optimized structures. The energy
barrier for R24 was calculated as 67.6 kJ mol―１. The neutral
-neutral reaction of N２O５ and CN３H５ begins with the
decomposition of N２O５ to NO２· and NO３·, and the resulting
NO２· immediately combines with NH２ in CN３H５ to form
CN３H５NO２· as TS24. The NO３ removes H· from CN３H５NO２
to yield CN３H４NO２ and HNO３. The CN３H４NO２
decomposition process has already been discussed above.
The entire reaction can be also reduced to one equation:
CN３H５ + HNO３ → HNCNH + N２O + 2H２O. Because the
energy barrier associated with R23 is higher than the
values for R24, the rate determining step is R23. The
cation-neutral reaction of CN３H６＋ and N２O５ starts with the
decomposition of N２O５ to NO２＋ and NO３―, which removes a
proton from CN３H６＋ to give HNO３ and CN３H５ as TS25.
The dissociated NO２＋ combines with CN３H５ to yield CN３H５
NO２＋. The decomposition of CN３H５NO２＋ has been
discussed above. The energy barrier of R25 was
determined to be 196.2 kJ mol―１. Because the energy
barrier associated with R25 is much higher than the
values for R24, R25 can be omitted from prefferable
pathways.
Although all mechanism can be reduced to one equation:

CN３H５ + HNO３ → HNCNH + N２O + 2H２O, self-

decomposition mechanism of HNO３ (∆G = 129.5 kJ mol―１)
and followed CN３H５ + N２O５ (∆G = 67.6 kJ mol―１) reaction
have the most plausible free-energy barrier in the
interaction mechanism of CN３H５ and HNO３investigated in
this study.

3.3 Decomposition of intermediates
As discussed above, HNCNH (⇌ NH２CN) is one of the

major products from CN３H５decomposition and interaction
of CN３H５ and HNO３. This work investigated the reactions

Table２ Reactions in the interaction of CN３H５and HNO３with thermodynamic parameters calculated at
the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p )/SCRF = (solvent = water ) levels of theory.

No. Reaction ∆E0‡１ ∆rE0２ ∆G298‡１ ∆rG298２

R19 CH５N３+ HNO３⇌ CH４N３NO２+ H２O 191.0 -51.5 240.4 -41.9
R20 CH４N３NO２⇌ trans-HNNO２H + HNCNH 127.8 95.1 126.2 48.3
R21 CH６N３＋+ HNO３⇌ CH５N３NO２＋ + H２O 168.7 2.6 212.4 8.5
R22 CH５N３NO２＋+ NO３－⇌ CH４N３NO２+ HNO３ - 35.1 - 34.8
R23 HNO３+ HNO３⇌ N２O５+ H２O 89.8 40.1 129.5 46.1
R24 CH５N３+ N２O５⇌ CH４N３NO２+ HNO３+ H２O (TS16) 17.5 -91.6 67.6 -89.8
R25 CH６N３＋+ N２O５⇌ CH５N３NO２＋ + HNO３+ H２O (TS17) 158.6 -37.5 196.2 -39.4

１Energy barrier in the forward direction [kJ mol－１] ２Total energy change of reaction [kJ mol－１]

Figure５ A potential free-energy profile for the CN３H５ +
HNO３ decompositions. The energy profiles were
calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,
p)/SCFR = (solvent = water) level of theory.

Figure６ A potential free-energy profile for the decomposition
of CN３H４NO２. The energy profiles were calculated at
the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)/SCFR =
(solvent = water) level of theory.
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associated with HNCNH. Their respective energy barriers
and energy changes calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D
/6-311++G (d,p)/SCRF = (solvent = water) levels of
theory, are listed in Table 3.

HNCNH + N２O５→ HNCNNO２+ HNO３ (R26)
HNCNNO２→ INT5 (R27)
INT5 → HNCO + N２O (R28)

HNCO + N２O５→ OCNNO２+ HNO３ (R29)
OCNNO２→ INT6 (R30)
INT6 → CO２+ N２O (R31)

Figures 10 and 11 show the potential free-energy
profiles for the series of reactions, including the optimized
structures of the TSs. Previous study reported N２O,
HNCO and CO２ is the major evolved gases36）. This study
also reveals the evolving pathways of the gases.

3.4 Initial reaction pathway
Various sets of GN reactions were investigated in this

study. We divided the GN reactions into two groups,
decomposition of CN３H５ and reaction of CN３H５ and HNO３.
In decomposition of CN３H５ mechanism, HNO３ catalyzed
decomposition is the most plausible, as following

CH５N３+ HNO３→ HNCNH + NH３+ HNO３

In reaction of CN３H５ and HNO３, self-decomposition of
HNO３trigger the reaction. The schemes below summarize
the sets of reactions investigated in this study.

GN→ HNO３+ CH５N３
HNO３+ HNO３→ N２O５+ H２O
CH５N３+ N２O５→ CH４N３NO２+ HNO３
CH４N３NO２→ trans-NHNO２H + HNCNH
trans-NHNO２H→ N２O + H２O
(overall) GN → HNCNH + N２O + 2H２O

In the initial decomposition pathways of GN, these two
reactions occur in parallel. HNCNH produced from both
initial reaction is oxidized by N２O５ to form N２O and HNCO,
which is finally decompose to CO２. Miyake et al.36）
measured the evolved gas from decomposition of GN using
with TG-DTA-MS and TG-DTA-IR, and they reported
that the evolved gas consisted of NH３, H２O, N２ (minor),
HNCO, CO２, and N２O. The mechanism developed from this
study can provide good explanation to experimental gas-
evolving behavior. The new mechanism, however, has not
included N２ gas generating. N２ gas might be evolved from
radical reaction which is triggered by the homolytic
cleavage of HNO３. Thus, further study has still been
needed to fully clear the mechanism of thermal
decomposition of GN.

4. Conclusions
The thermal decomposition reactions of guanidine

nitrate (GN) in the liquid phase were investigated based

Figure７ A potential free-energy profile for the CN３H６＋ +
HNO３ decomposition. The energy profiles were
calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,
p)/SCFR = (solvent = water) level of theory.

Figure９ A potential free-energy profile for the CN３H６＋ +
N２O５ reaction. The energy profiles were calculated
at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)/SCFR =
(solvent = water) level of theory.

Figure８ A potential free-energy profile for the CN３H５+ N２O５
reaction. The energy profiles were calculated at the
CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d, p) /SCFR =
(solvent = water) level of theory.
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on DFT calculations. These calculations were performed
at the ωB97X-D/6-311++G (d,p) and CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/
6-311++G (d,p) levels of theory.
The reaction pathways of decomposition of CN３H５were

investigated. Mechanisms for the neutral monomolecular
decomposition (CN３H５→ NH３ + HNCNH), neutral-neutral
bimolecular decomposition (CN３H５ + CN３H５), and ion-
neutral bimolecular reaction (CN３H５ + CN３H６＋) were
developed. In the mechanisms, HNO３ catalyzed

monomolecular decomposition have the most plausible
energy barrier.
The CN３H５/HNO３ reaction pathways were investigated.

We developed four mechanisms and each of these
schemes provided the same global reaction: CN３H５ +
HNO３ → HNCNH + N２O + 2H２O. These schemes can be
divided according to combinations of oxidizers (HNO３ or
N２O５) and reductants (CN３H５ or CN３H６＋). Based on the
energy barrier calculations, the N２O５/CN３H５ scheme is the

Table３ Reactions in the decomposition of intermediates with thermodynamic parameters calculated at
the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p )/SCRF = (solvent = water) levels of theory.

No. Reaction ∆E0‡１ ∆rE0２ ∆G298‡１ ∆rG298２

R26 HNCNH+ N２O５⇌ HNCNNO２+ HNO３(TS17) 31.0 -65.8 67.8 -68.0
R27 HNCNNO２⇌ INT5 (TS3) 69.5 34.8 72.8 38.7
R28 INT5 ⇌ HNCO + N２O (TS3) 34.3 -306.2 33.2 -349.3
R29 HNCO+ N２O５⇌ OCNNO２+ HNO３(TS17) 45.2 -31.7 85.3 -33.1
R30 OCNNO２⇌ INT6 (TS3) 53.2 33.8 56.9 37.5
R31 INT6 ⇌ CO２+ N２O (TS3) 10.7 -345.2 10.1 -380.9

１Energy barrier in the forward direction [kJ mol－１] ２Total energy change of reaction [kJ mol－１]

Figure１０ A potential free-energy profile for the HNCNH + N２O５and followed reaction.
The energy profiles were calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)/SCFR
= (solvent = water) level of theory.

Figure１１ A potential free-energy profiles for the HNCO + N２O５and followed reactions.
The energy profiles were calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)/SCFR
= (solvent = water) level of theory.
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most plausible. HNCNH from initial decomposition
oxidized by N２O５to form N２O, HNCO, CO２.
This study has revealed the initial decomposition

pathways of GN. The mechanism can provide good
explanation to experimental gas-evolving behavior. To
model the detailed kinetics of liquid decomposition of GN,
radical reaction mechanism is needed in addition to the
initial decomposition. In the future work, the mechanisms
will be developed and the detailed kinetic model will be
established.
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